To read a newspaper is to refrain from reading
something worth while. T he first discipline of
education must therefore be to refuse resolutely
to feed the mind with canned chatter.
-Aleister Crowley
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Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the Law.
I want to thank Frater Salve Veritate for his tireless work on behalf of the
Order and of Sekhet Bast Ra Oasis. He kept strong our traditions, and it
was under his leadership that we celebrated our 30th anniversary. Although
he has stepped down, he continues to work on behalf of the body.
I also want to thank the members of Sekhet Bast Ra for their efforts. This
body is built on purely volunteer effort. Whether we are performing the
Gnostic Mass, putting on events, or just cleaning the temple, we are supported by members’ generous contributions of time and money. All their
efforts are deeply appreciated.
Nor are these efforts in vain. When I first walked through the doors of
Sekhet Bast Ra in 2010 e.v., I saw immediately felt that our temple is
filled with Agape. I felt instantly that this would be my new home. I have
learned and grown, both spiritually and as a person. For my part, my time
at Sekhet Bast Ra has been a profound assistance in the Way of my going. I
know others have found it such as well.
The Law of Thelema is a spiritual principle that transcends time and place,
but it is rare to find individuals seriously committed to it (whether they call
themselves Thelemites or no), let alone a body of people coming together to
celebrate it and assist each other in its practice. Sekhet Bast Ra is so aptly
named an Oasis. Those who are fed up with the spiritual darkness of Fundamentalism in all its stripes, with vapid spiritual slogans, and with empty
commercialism can enter through our doors and take refreshment.
That is something we can all be proud of.
Love is the law, love under will.
Frater Zosimos
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What If What Is Isn’t If…
Love: A soft breeze? Does it please?
And is it not bold?
A quiet evening? Gentle stream?
Shining face to behold?
A query: What is it?
A beautiful song?
Perception: No! No! There is more!
I am wrong! I am wrong!

Deeper, fuller; penetrates to the soul.
Forces so strong from Above and Below.
Waves crash and do putrefy,
One last soft kiss from that gentle Eye.
Fierce eyes where it stands;
Surrounded by sands.

Anxiety of Oneness:
Standing tall on a tree endowed with no leaves;
Ere no branch can be seen.
These are a part of the Infinite Whole.
More than Kiss whose lips whither, grow old.
More than Stardust in Elfin eyes,
Singing Love’s Sweet Lullaby.
Hush now.
Sleep.
No words, nor sounds.
Meaningless words…why even speak?
Can you hear my thoughts?
I can hear yours.
Passion, Pain: lines blur behind doors.

A gift from Supreme,
One none can feel.
But you must! We must!
Lest Death turn his Great Wheel.
Life, Death, Love, Hate.
“One in the same!” Saith the Spirit at the Gate.
Light becomes blinding;
Fearlessly climbing.
Quenched and Relieved.
Quickened indeed!
-I.L.L.V.V.-
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Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the Law.
This is the tale of a certain attainment of a Brother I know well. As we spoke with one another,
I came to realize the genuine nature of it. By the time I was finished with the interview, I was
certain beyond doubt that it was worthy of being called “Inspired” in the direct connotation of
the word. I constructed his tale into a dialog taking place in a fantastical fairy tale-like format.
Much of the story is admittedly allegorical, purely for the sake of art and beauty. I changed
nothing whatsoever from the Words which came from this contact. I chose to do this because the
Vision had come in two parts: the sights and ecstatic sensations—accompanied by indiscernible
chatter, and then a residual sensation with constantly repeating words which forced his hand to
pen in order to silence it; and, indeed it did silence them. So the words were a kind of “automatic
writing. “ He later confided in me as he went through many difficult ordeals, that he believe this
vision foolish nonsense and wished me never speak of it again. However, he again came to perceive
the foolishness in his perception of foolishness, and realized the sublime Truth of every Word of
Lies which was received.
Some things have been stricken from record at the behest of his conversation counterpart.
Without further adieu , I present:
The Vision of Amenti, the Secret Lover and the Million Steps.

There did I find myself; again on that Holy Ship which carries me on my travels through strange
places. Many times had my mind set out to divine from whence comes this Ship, and what its
nature is; to no avail. No matter, for They who guide all men had seen fit to provide methods by
which came peace, and that which causes turmoil and present grave danger on the Path of Know
Thyself may be laid aside for the appointed hour of Understanding. This I knew and understood,
and yet was tormented by my ever increasing and ever more fervent desire to Know and Understand all things.
“Peace; be still,” came the whisper from Tiphereth. This did I heed, but reluctantly, knowing it
to be Truth. No matter; set it aside for this moment.
This day I was to be confronted with that moment which would now and forever transform me
into a being capable of coming to that final and Holy Task that is the final Task on this plane
of incarnation. I perceived the approach of the moment, though I did not know it. It came first
as an ominous vision of doom that threatened to turn me back. A feeling foreign to any previous
construct by which to define, and so threatens to summon fear. This I begged to ignore, gathering
all my strength to brace for whatever may come. For, I remembered well, and held True, those
words which had come in previous vision: “Whoever sets one foot on the Path may never turn
back. Choose well.”
To me, this was one most Supreme Truth, for I had not yet perceived that I had been on that
Path already for so many Aeons before that moment, even from the Beginning of all things; nor
did I yet perceive that I could by no means be destroyed, for at long last I was in the incarnation
which would provide for me, at least the perception of my destiny, so that all subsequent things
would be as Joy, and that Higher Order of my Journey which was to begin in short order would
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be plagued no more with pain. Nor would I ever conceive of such a thing; for, when at last the
Mystery of Love takes ITS rightful place to fulfill my Soul, IT leaves no room for anything but
ITSELF. Again, be mindful of my story, and that I did not yet know these things, these Holy
Secrets of the Holy of Holies. As such, fear yet stood on the horizon as a looming adversary. In
my foolish zeal, I saw what looked like a battle. O! What a pitiful Fool! Holy is the Fool!
Now I came upon the Horizon, and I saw in my Child’s Heart that this day brought New
and Terrible Knowledge, for better or worse; I pressed on. I came to the vast edge of all things
known, and I kept a strong look and fancied myself a soldier, though in all honesty, my knees
shook with the fear of a thousand fears. I pressed on.
Whether Death or the Birth of a God, which I did not yet know as One Thing, I would face this
moment.
On the precipice stood a Great and Horrifying Monster; a Primordial Terror which paced back
and forth in ravenous and murderous fervor, daring Men to come and face it.
I called out to this Monster, unsure if it could even speak, being among the oldest of all evil.
“Where is this place I find myself, and what manner of creature are you? What is your purpose?”

To my relief and terror, it answered quickly and in plain English:
“I am a thing which you do not yet know. I have many names and many forms, like the grains
of sand on a beach, I am unfathomably numerous. I am Great and Terrible. To you, my name is
Monster; to another man, another. Many Brave and Lofty men have stood where you now stand,
fanciful fools who would think themselves a Great and Noble Knight. These, I devoured quickly
and with ease. I tore them to pieces and cast their remains to drift apart forever in the place of no
Time and no Space.”
Then his pacing ceased, and he set his terrifying gaze upon me and spoke again.
“What manner of man are you, Child? Do you think yourself a brave warrior that may do battle
with me and destroy me utterly? Dare you set foot from your safe ground, and come unto me to
slay me.”
This horrid creature had a smile that told pure malice, and I did wish to destroy it utterly. But
just as I thought to retort from the distortions of Mind with all manner of foolish and prideful
boasts that I would indeed slay this vile thing that stood in my path blocking the way onward,
there came a Soft Hand on my shoulder. This I recognized, for IT was the object of Truest
Desire. Then came THAT of which I have seen only glimpses through a stained glass; THAT
to which my Will ever increases to Love and to Know. Instantly, my Mind became still and was
destroyed, not by my skill, for I had not yet mastered this in my own being, and so the Authority of THAT Presence was established. In the Silence came only a single Word: “Love.” And
it came with a Great Thunder that shook the whole Universe. To this, I knew at least to submit,
and I did. The TAO overtook me, and the man who approached this place was no more for a
Moment; in his place stood a King and a Bride, in One Being. I gazed upon this Monster with
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the Eyes of the Eagle, and I saw not the Monster I would have slain. What I saw should have
terrified me a million-fold more, but for the THAT Presence, and THAT alone, I was spared
this fear, which would be most natural in any other moment of the sort, by Virtue of Love, and
only Love.
What I now gazed into was like a mirror, and where stood the Monster, was an image of myself.
This did not shake my resolve, for Love was with me, and though I cannot yet say how, I knew
what must be done, and acted without hesitation.
I leapt; leapt from my safe ground; leapt from the safety my Starry Ship. Into a Deep Darkness with No Name I hurled myself toward the image I be-held. I had no desire to slay the
Monster, but instead took it into my embrace. And we danced; for Aeons upon Aeons did we
dance endlessly through the Darkness. We danced the Spiral Dance into Infinity and back again.
I could not hear its taunts, or any manner of speech it made, for I was caught up in rapture in
the Joy of the Dance.
And then at the end of our Marvelous Dance, I heard it speak again:
“See now, I have you, for we have danced all these many thousands of years, and you forget
yourself, and are mine.”
And I answered:
“Indeed I forget myself, for myself has no purpose in this place. But my Self is truly here, and
in the Dance I came to Know my Ultimate Kingship. You see? Look around; we are no more in
that place of Darkness. For, while we danced and you sought to hypnotize me, you did not know
that I left my Mind on the Starry Ship, and could hear nothing at all from you until the appointed hour. Now, look; we are in my Holy Place, for I have taken you into my Body, and in
my Holy of Holies, that Temple that is the depths of my Soul, which is Love, did I transmute
you. Look to yourself: you are no more the Monster; neither are you that Shadow of my Soul.
You are me, and I am you. We are One in Love; for no man or beast or god can resist Love,
since Love has no boundaries in anything or in any number of things at all.”
And the Monster that was, unaware that I, and so he in my embrace, had become the TAO--that
this moment might be passed--(for in no other manner whatsoever could it have been so), gazed
upon his Body and marveled. For where had been the most Terrible thing to see, now was a most
radiant creature; transformed by our endless Dance through the Ages of Timeless Time. And
where had been a blackened heart, rotten with ignorance, now shone a Golden brilliance that no
mortal eyes may perceive. And he was taken aback; but I gave him no refuge to retract from that
beauty. Again I pulled him to my embrace, and he was no more, for we became All Things for
but a Moment; and we were One, and then None.
Now the Moment passed away, and away I let it pass; and I stood alone again in my Holy
Place. And then my Starry Ship came to retrieve its Victor. But the Starry Ship came to bay,
and stood where it would wait for me. I was taken from my Holy Place and brought yet to another Place. Instantly I knew what this Place was; for, though the sights and the sensations were
utterly foreign to me before this moment, the Presence which bade me go was still with me, and I
was made to recall the tales of so many men before who stood at Certain Gates in a Vision.
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Then that Presence left me, and went on through the Gate ahead me. I stood outside this Holy
Place, now as a man of flesh and blood, truly alone and awaiting the Call to enter. The Gate
opened, but I was not yet bade enter, so I stood firm at my post. Instantly I knew that when
I was called forth, I would be in the Presence of (albeit still partly veiled, so that my mortal
self might be shown Mercy) the Most High. I felt for the first time that genuine “Fear of God”
which had been mere words (and quite foolish, I thought!) from my youth, but I now knew was
not fear at all, but Love. A Love so over-whelming that flesh and blood is overcome with Reverence, and rent down in Prostration. Not as a slave is lain prostrate; No! But as a King bows
with Honor to a King he knows as one greater then himself, having not yet become capable to receive that Light which begs him to fully embrace the Truth that indeed he is both the Greater and
Lesser King. Never mind; it must be this way. Why? Never mind; it is so, and that is all.
Then They who were inside spoke, and bade me enter the Holy Place created (by whom? Who
knows! Do some Soul searching and you may learn) for flesh and blood to hear and bear a Word
and Words from the Most High.
They spoke in Perfect Unison:
“Enter this Place, and Hear the Word of the Most High. But first, you must heed this dire
warning: before you cross the Threshold before you, you must discard everything which may mask
your Truth. You must leave both pride and humility outside the Gate; you must leave both good
and evil outside the gate; you must leave all your clothing and all your fetters outside the Gate,
and come before Us naked and as a Child. You must be completely as nothing, but as a Babe
open to receive THAT to which We have so long aspired. If you should not heed this instruction
We give, you will be torn to pieces and shall no more be in the Presence of the Most High in this
Cycle.”
This I heard and did immediately, for these were no spirits in need of some test of intellect. When
the Voices spoke, it was as Bitter Truth that no depth of the Soul may ever hide from; the Authority is self-evident in the Absolute Joy of this Place. I crossed the Threshold naked and open,
and the Gate shut behind me. The Room I came into was a Circle, and around the Circle sat a
Council which appeared as men robed, though darkly, and no face could I ever see. Just then my
mind raced with a thousand questions I would ask should I ever be caught up to this Place for
this Moment of Ecstasy. But before the thought had even passed completely through my mind,
they spoke again:
“Come; stand in the midst of this Circle that We may speak with you.”
This I did, and They continued:
“We know your thoughts. We have always known your thoughts from the beginning of All Things,
and from the Birth of your Soul We have known you. You have also known Us; but flesh and
blood is but a weak projection and illusion in a dim mirror, and how quickly do men forget. “
“We know what you would ask Us; for though We required of you to come before Us naked--and
well done Child-- you are never less than naked before Us. Do not think that you need to ask
anything, or to speak at all in this Place; for there is no sound which can be uttered by mortal
lips which We do not already know, and for which We have ten thousands and ten thousands
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of Ineffable Names for. This is a Mystery to meditate upon later, but not now. Now you must
listen, for We know your Soul well, and for no other reason have you been brought here. Remain
in Silence, and We shall hear you best in this way. Those questions you may have, which We
will answer, is a matter of convenience; for you can ask no question to which you do not already
know the answer. We will answer these since We Love you; and this is the Certainty that was
promised. Some things We will say to you which you did not know, or rather, have forgotten.
This is the real reason you now stand in this Place: to receive Light which you did not yet possess; to have that Certainty for which you have so longed, and which makes Us glad, and to be
shown many Secret things which you must meditate on later, but not now. Listen. We will tell
you nothing at all for which you are not prepared. We can offer nothing upon which to stumble,
for We are Perfection. That which may desire you to stumble, lurks in dark places outside these
Gates, and is allowed nowhere near. You did well in your defeat of the Monster; one of many
you will face which will surely destroy you if you be not prepared in all ways and in all planes.
Be warned. Your entire existence until now, every moment of it, in every Cycle, has brought you
here to this One Moment, and all subsequent moments. Therefore have all your moments of existence been Holy and Holy again! But we see that you know this, even as we say it. ”
“Yes; We are indeed They: those Guides who oversee the Destiny of all men, and all matter, and
all Being whatsoever. We have many Names and many Forms, and they are all Nothing. Do not
think that this Circle of Masters you sit in the center of is anything more than a matter of convenience so that we may speak freely to your Soul without inhibitions interfering with your Understanding of what we say. We appear before you as few, as you imagined the Halls of Amenti.
But we are limitless and infinite; there is nothing static to which We may be compared. What you
see now is a projection of your mind, and not of Ours; for we transcend Mind.”
“We are most pleased and filled with Joy to dispense with crude communications which only breed
confusion at best. No more will we speak to you in symbols or obscure words or numbers which
may cause you grief, for you have endured a little while, and for this do We Love you. We will
now speak to you through everything whatsoever within the Universe, for you are ready to perceive
that this is what We do. It is Joy for Us to speak plainly with you now; and, though in your
Journey to come We may again speak in ways obscure to most, you will hear the Call, for your
aspiration has at last become fervent, and a Translator from Tiphereth is not far away. We may
also at times speak plainly with you as we see fit, though after this encounter, it will be a time
and times before We meet again in any manner like unto this Vision. Do not worry that you will
be plagued with the daunting task of confirming Our identity by techniques which we have seen fit
for you to learn on your Path. These are for spirits of the Orders beneath where we stand. Just as
Our Holy Voice commands self evident Truth and Authority directly into your Soul now, so will
it always be when We call on you from any form; you will know with all certainty just as you
do now; for, a Soul which has opened itself up to again receive the Light of Its True Nature can
never fail to recognize Itself. What We have just stated is another Mystery for you to meditate
on later, but not now. Listen.”
“Do not think that we instruct you to abandon all practice, such as testing Spirits and those Secret rituals of which you will become Greatly Adept. These will remain most valuable to you on
your Way from here. You must continue in these things; for, though you have gained much Knowl8

edge and much Wisdom and much Understanding, there is more yet to be uncovered in these
Secret things which will aid you. We will say no more of this. We know your thoughts, and this
is not that Vision which you entertained and feared it might be. That is yet to come at another appointed hour. This is like unto a mirror of that, so that you may continue as a Strong Man, and
at that Appointed Hour, no doubt shall be in you. Fear not; this is not the end. You have much
yet to do in this Cycle, and many Obligations to fulfill, and many Services to perform for those
who come after you. For, the Way must always stay lit, and to you who have gazed upon it with
Eyes Beyond mortal Sight, this is your Task and Duty. You may never again shirk this without
dire consequences. But fear not; We see that you will not; for, you are overcome with Love and
Joy, and these will never again leave you completely. For, from here, the Way is ever upward, in
a manner of speaking, and the tendency to succumb so often to the illusion of struggle is only in
the lower places. However, We will tell you this: Listen at all times, for at any time—as a Thief
in the Night—may We call you back into Our presence for some Holy Appointed Task.”

Then, as if some cosmic time-clock had signaled an appointed time, a collective AUM was given.

Suddenly the strange and foreign sensations of True Love and Joy, which I had fallen so in love
with instantly, began to increase. And it began to come in Waves and Undulations of an Ecstasy of an Order I dare not even attempt to put in words, for a blasphemy against ALL would I
surely commit in so doing. Suffice it to say that I was completely overcome to the point I was
certain Death would come quickly. But in me was no fear, for no fear could be in this place. I
remembered well the Word as IT said: “this is not the end.” And yet it was; and yet it was not.
I was driven to tears, but no tears came since no tears would suffice. These invisible tears had no
sorrow, for no sorrow could ever be in this Place. But astral tears made of Pure Joy, marinated
for all Eternity in Love, were they that flowed from me, ecstatic to return from whence they came.
“Be still and be One, Child. Do not return. Remember We told you: you yet have much to do.
To return would be pure selfishness, and though We have seen fit to teach many Holy Mysteries
to you through your own selfishness, and though this was equally Holy an act, this is not your
Way, in Truth. For all your Love of Pleasures of the Left Pillar, which is also surely Holy,
your Way is ‘tween the two. Both Service and Pleasure will serve you well as you have already
seen and now begin to become aware of. This is a Mystery for you to meditate upon later; but not
now. Listen.”

“Did you think that We would come to you in blaze of fire or a bolt of lightning from the sky?
We may well! But not now; now We are filled with Joy to speak plainly to your Soul, and that
your Soul should hear Our Voice is a moment for which We have waited a measure beyond numeration in the Place beyond Time.”
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Then a Woman came forward from among Them, and She came to my side. Her face bore the
face of every Woman that ever lived on Earth, and in every other Holy Place in ALL Existence
where the Miracle of Incarnation may occur. Her Beauty overtook me, and the endless Undulations of Joy came cascading ever more in continuity. Then I perceived, and verily, accepted the
promise of the Holy Word that THIS would never again leave me. I also perceived and accepted completely my Kingship in that Moment; that I was indeed a God, and a Son of the Gods
and of Man, and that this was the Promise of Certainty, not faith, fulfilled in my Soul.
The Woman Herself was Pure Joy, Being One of These Secret and Holy Guides, and yet, while
this Place was new and strange, something familiar spoke to me from within Her. Then immediately I was appalled to have not known it. She reached out and pulled me in an Embrace, and
never in all existence had I felt so Complete; so Completely Perfect.
And then They began to speak again:
“Indeed! This is She who whispers on the wind, and calls to your Soul from Tiphereth. We sense
you already know that She is Woman as a matter of convenience, just as you are a Man as a
matter of convenience. But We know this pleases you, and makes plain the Formula of the Universe to your Understanding. We love to please you; We also love to chastise you. Remember that
“Existence is Pure Joy,” and the difference between pleasure and chastisement is as much illusion
as any other two things in the Universe, as fractured Light through a prism. These concepts you
have known for a while, but now you may Know them as they may never be known in Mind. It
is a pleasure for Us to bestow Light to your Soul, and to the Souls of All Being. This, and this
alone, is and has always been Our sole purpose and sole desire. We Love all; We are Love.”
“She now stands before you, but do not be deceived: this is also not that other Vision which is to
come before the Last. She is here with you now for this reason, which you know: She is you, and
you are Her; the conveniently displayed compliments of a Larger Soul whose sole Purpose was
to carry out the only real Purpose that any Existence whatsoever has ever had: Joy. You know
well from the Law the Formula of Joy; so Simple that only the most base among flesh and blood
would miss, and so Sublime that only the most Wise among flesh and blood will ever fully Understand; and still then, only by Our guidance. This is the Way of things: that flesh and blood
requires assistance to remember. We say remember to remind you that while We have guided your
destiny from the Beginning of All Things, it was you who designed this Path. This is a Clue to
the Truth of your Nature. And, here is another: Just as She is you and you are Her, so too are
We Her, and Her Us; and also We are you and you are Us; for, there is only One Thing in All
that is, and THAT is also you. What we have just said to you is the most Holy of Secrets that
flesh and blood may come to Understand, and the very reason—were a reason needed—for flesh
and blood to even be manifest. Meditate on it; remember it well; for, though We have much to say
to you, and though We guide you through the Infinite Labyrinth of Illusory Projections, there is
only One Truth behind All Things--which exist for convenience--that We may fulfill and experience
the Formula of Joy and of Love, which is the only True reason for the existence of anything at
all, and We have just seen fit to endow you with that Secret which is the Most Holy and Most
Supreme of any Mystery that ever was and ever will be. Meditate well on this, and often; more
than any other. For, if nothing else were done or said for the remainder of your life; if no other
initiative to explore the Infinite Realms were ever taken, the Understanding of this One Thing
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which We have told you would ensure that your Life is Holy, Holy, Holy; yea, Thrice Holy
Forever and Ever; AUM. “

I stood in Her Embrace, still; and would have been content to never do anything else forever, but
I remembered the Word which was told to me, that “this was not that Vision.” And so I rejoiced
a million-fold at the Sight my Secret Lover, and knew I would do so forever, but yet did I
submit to the Vision at hand, and rejoiced a million times again that I might be in this Moment
with Her. I looked upon Her again, and Her ever changing face beamed Unconditional Love into
my Soul, though never from form. She heard my longing, and we spoke without speaking. I rejoiced again a million times with Her promise to whisper to my Soul until the End of all Things
and Beyond, and Her promise to draw ever nearer to me and the day of That Vision which is
Her day, as I will draw near to Her. And I believed Her with no promise, though she promised,
for there is no lie in this Place, save the Place Itself, and that was my own construct; a convenient lie I put in my own destiny from the Beginning that I might receive Light upon Light a
million-fold in the Appointed Hour. I marveled at Many Things briefly: my Genius, who is my
Lady and Secret Lover in Tiphereth, and also me. I also marveled at my newly realized longing to remember these Old Days of my Soul, but there was no agony in my longing, for I knew
that in the Place Beyond Time was my memory of it, where I already sit and await myself, and
where I will surely arrive to embrace myself. I marveled at my Immortality, and I marveled at
the Presence of the Most High who was ALL of these, and None of Them, and also me. The
rest I keep silent, for I am left with no option to express the increasing Joy and unfolding Love
without blasphemous redundancy. And I now perceived that this was the Curse of Understanding,
and I rejoiced in my Curse. And I knew I was not alone, for many beings bear this Curse, and
we bear it as One. Praise to the Most High forever and always! AUM
“We see that it pleases you for Her to remain at your side for the moment. We will allow it, for
We Love you and Her, and We rejoice in your Joy. You know well from the Law—and it is
True Beyond True—that we would in no way deny you of any Pleasure which is pleasing to your
Soul, for we see that your Soul has Knowledge and Understanding of the Law, and that your
Pleasure cannot violate; it is not possible any longer; for, you have become the Law, and it is no
longer a thing which can be defined as separate from you, or a construct for you. You have become
One with the Law. ”

“Take heed: we will tell you a little more, and then we must show you something new, and then
we must depart. Sorrow not! Rejoice! We only say depart as a matter of convenience so that you
may return to your Work at hand. We are always with you, as is She; and, neither Our Love,
nor Hers, nor any Joy which you can bear will ever again leave you. We have said it; it is so!
AUM! HA!”
“First a smaller matter, and then the larger.”

“We know and have heard your cries of desperation on a Certain Matter, and We know well
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your Desire to deny yourself this Role; you are Wise in this matter, and again We say: Well
done. But wait, we will answer you clearly in this matter, and humorously for your Pleasure.
Fear not this Mantle, for here is the Secret of these matters which We will say aloud (on others
We remain Silent, lest it bring upon you undo chastisement for their open discussion from those of
Us who have taken up flesh to walk among you presently [and wise are they to keep Silent]) You
are not alone. ***********************************************************
***************************************************** Now, strike what We
have just said from any record save your own.”
And it was done, and shall not be shown nor spoken.
“Do not be deceived by those Black Brothers. They have chosen--in their ignorance--to remain
forever separate from the Most High, and for this they will be utterly destroyed forever. Strike
hard and low! We understand that the Prophet who brought the Law to your world in recent cycle
said that at one time, the Black Brothers had almost completely annihilated the Great White
Brotherhood. This is true, but only on your world, in the Flesh, at that time. This happened since
it could have happened no other Way. True Power and Authority are always best shown when
Rising from the Ashes of the Phoenix. Yes; you are Kings and Gods; you are Lofty and Chosen; you will inherit the Earth, and you will Wisely care for Her, and strike the Balance on the
triangle between evolution, technology, and being Lofty Stewards of your Beautiful World. It is
a Hell, but no more! For, it is also a Heaven, and before your Eyes! You will all be the Beginning of an Age such as None could Imagine, and Enlightened beyond that of flesh and blood. Do
not think this a difficult Task. Our Joy will never leave you, and the formula of Love will abide
forever. Rejoice! The Momentum of the Entire Universe comes close in its swing to support you.
Your long and difficult Task will ever more feel as an Effortless Gliding through a never-ending
Sea of Joy. Doubt it not!”
“Now you are in the Moment where your Consciousness has leapt a thousand fold in a single
Moment, and We want to make you Aware that this is a matter of Momentum. Your Unfolding
of Knowledge and Understanding will increase a thousand fold in every subsequent Moment from
THIS Moment on. Say you feel Overcome by Joy now? That you can barely move at the Pleasure of it? This is but a single grain of dirt, and before your Work is complete, you shall have the
Mountain. Say you can bear no more lest you simply lose all self and Become the Orgasm? This
is but a drop of Water, and before your Work is complete, you shall have the Ocean. Fear not!
We are ever with you. We will see to it, as Will you, that you can Sustain an ever increasing
Sensation. This is the Way of things which you chose in the Beginning, and which you knew when
first We watched you read the Recorded Segment, and put your foot firmly on the Path in this
Cycle.”
“Turn now and see the Path you have walked--laid out behind you. We have raised you up in this
Appointed Hour so that you may See with New Clarity, and the Eyes of the Eagle, ALL that
is and ever was. Next you shall See ALL that will be, but first this.”
And I did turn around, and I found myself on a Staircase—several steps up—and I gazed back
at the Path behind. I peeled my new Eagle Eyes. The Path went on Forever, and the Point at
which this Cycle began was not so far back. I could see my Birth, and I watched myself grow
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up. Memories long forgotten flooded my thoughts. I looked at the Chaos which was behind me
and a curious thing happened: The mess of seemingly random events began to take Form, and
from this Form, Patterns began to emerge; Clear Patterns which amazed me, for I could observe
ALL things as they applied to me from this new Perch on the Stairs.
“We observe that you perceive the patterns of your Nature. Well done! Know this: they were
more or less the same in each Cycle, with slight variations to allow the advancement which was
appropriate at any given time in a Cycle. You are now who you have always been and always
will be; the masks of faces and Events are Illusions of Ecstasy in the Fulfillment of the Formula of Love and Joy, which is Life. For this reason--and this reason alone--is the past important,
and only from the point of view which you have now attained. Hold onto No-thing, and cling to
No-thing. Those moments which are not now, have passed, and new Moments bring new ways to
Experience Joy. We see you beginning to fully Understand and practice this. Do not fear that you
violate Our edict to love and care for your children. We also love them, and it is Our fervent wish
that you should always do so just as you have done while Integrating new Understanding into
the Formula. You created these lives, and they are your responsibility as much any other Task in
your Work is your Responsibility. You are correct to have perceived this, doubt it no more. Not
to do so would be a violation of the Law. One day, they will fulfill the Law in themselves; until
that day, it is your most Sacred Duty to aid them to see that day. Then you will be free to soar
to the heights your Soul already exists in, and burn with the Fire of a thousand Stars, but not
before then. Do as you have done: slow and steady, until that time. Attainment will still come
unto you in more than consistent waves. We have seen to it, and you have fulfilled it. You see
many of these events as “tests.” This is acceptable for your convenience; We see that this helps you
at this time. But know this: We know not of such words. These are merely events; all you must
do. Do not be troubled by these Ordeals you call failures, for We know not of such words. These
are your victory, for you have gained knowledge and many virtues. When you pass a test, you are
only able to do so in so much as you have “failed” at the same “test” before; perhaps even passed
before. There is also Victory in these passes, but they are the younger brother; A jewel for the
Crown. Your failures test and build the Foundation.”

Then I turned the other way, and I looked at the Path before me. I saw the staircase extend
upward for more Aeons than even Eagle Eyes can perceive. Immediately I was over-come with
Joy. A staircase into infinity; to Place Unknown and not yet dreamt of. Here I stood, near the
bottom of endless stairs, and yet I had a long and treacherous Path behind me which I had overcome. Kingship was mine, and all sorrow had fled from me. I focused on the Ineffable Joy that
undulated throughout my body and marveled to realize that I stood in a place where only one in
one million men stand in any given Cycle; a place so far removed from the Unknowable Experience which yet awaited in Places Beyond Sight and even Sight, and yet so far above that of most
of mankind, with a bird’s eye view. Now, I never even once looked at this staircase and became
discouraged; not even for one fraction of a second. I only felt my Ineffable Joy and Endless Love
which would never leave me, and I longed and rejoiced to know that something more ecstatic lay
ahead. In fact the only though that even threatened to create—not sorrow—but a discontent with
the moment, was the realization that I would only traverse less than half of the steps which were
visible during this Cycle, if that. I was acutely aware of the paradox that the only way sadness
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can ever exist in Joy without becoming not Joy, is the righteous impatience of a fervent man who
has tasted his Crown, and realizes he must keep taking breaks as before, when before a break
(Death) was a rest and release before getting back to work. This sensation made me wish to never
break again!
“We understand. But it is generally not for flesh and blood to be eternal; only You are eternal.
The Secret of sustaining flesh and blood is something the Black Brothers have ever sought with
relentless and wanton malice. We have hidden it well; for they cling to the material, and so are
forever barred from perception of what is beyond. They are left alone in illusion, and cannot access the Real. “
“We will say one more thing to you, and then it is time for this Vision to be at an end. We say
well done and well done to you. The reason you have attained this vision is simple: you have fulfilled, at least on one or more planes, the first and foremost directive which We have given for all
time among incarnate beings who sincerely aspire to an audience with the Most High. This directive is simple: Know Thyself. “
“Meditate on all these things in their proper place, which We will reveal to you, but not here.
You will know it without doubt. Think not on how, but rejoice ever in that moment and every moment. Go in this new Knowledge and Do what thou wilt. Abide in Love always. We are Joyous
in your attainment, as it is also Ours.”
Then did I abide in Nowhere a while, and Travel on. And in On did I discover meanings in the
contemplation of dissolution and the Lies in which was delivered my Truth. Then did I return to
abide in Foolishness, a memory of but a dream of Water and Dust.
Love is the law, love under will.
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The Peace (in pieces)
As I turn to face the sorrows of another day,
stepping lively on my way.
This dreary existence I walk alone,
no Secret Place to call my own.
Looking back upon the past,
the years are merging oh so fast.
Perched on my shoulder,
A bird growing older,
In waiting and longing for me to renew,
the knowledge and beauty that I once knew.
Old memories lost in the missives of time,
at last I see Justice entrapped in my rhyme.

When I see who I am:
One flower in a field,
from whence do I yield?
One fish in the pond,
One stone in the stream,
somewhere from Beyond,
I hear my sweet dream.

See me sink, that I AM,
never to mend,
the crimes and joys in my heart.
Torn apart it would seem,
torn apart at the seams.
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Depression and angst,
attachment be damned.
Lost and Awake,
enough of this sham!
To think on things of Beauty is wise,
for, beauty is beauty when it’s realized.

You’re not bound,
not by chains but of love,
Eternity found.
Strength soars on clouds.
Graceful indeed.
Bellowing loud,
beckon you heed.

The Path is now plain,
____must follow whence it leads.
Make right choice now,
Blue Star on brow.
What comes first is the chaos, then Order abounds.
For a time but by chance,
the cycle repeats.
The Universe Whole,
this should ye seek.
Wait…
Go…
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Liber II
The Message of the Master Therion
A.’.A.’. Publication in Class E
“Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the Law.”
“There is no Law beyond
Do what thou wilt.”
y
“The
he word of the Law is Thelema.”
Thelema—
helema— means Will.
The
he Key to this Message is this word— Will. The first obvious meanmean
ing
ng of this Law is confirmed by antithesis; “The word of Sin is Restriction.”
riction.”
Again:
othgain: “Thou hast no right but to do thy will. Do that and no oth
er shall say nay. For pure will, unassuaged of purpose, delivered
from
om the lust of result, is every way perfect.”
Take
ake this carefully; it seems to imply a theory that if every man
and
nd every woman did his and her will— the true will— there
would
ould be no clashing. “Every man and every woman is a star,”
and
nd each star moves in an appointed path without interference.
There
here is plenty of room for all; it is only disorder that creates concon
fusion.
sion.
From
om these considerations it should be clear that “Do what thou
wilt”
ilt” does not mean “Do what you like.” It is the apotheosis of FreeFre
dom;
om; but it is also the strictest possible bond.
Do
o what thou wilt— then do nothing else. Let nothing deflect thee
the
from
om that austere and holy task. Liberty is absolute to do thy will;
will
but
ut seek to do any other thing whatever, and instantly obstacles
must
ust arise. Every act that is not in definite course of that one orbit
orb
is erratic, an hindrance. Will must not be two, but one.
Note
ote further that this will is not only to be pure, that is, single, as
a
explained
but
also
l
d above,
b
b
l “unassuaged
“
d off purpose.”
” This
h strange
phrase must give us pause. It may mean that any purpose in the
will would damp it; clearly the “lust of result” is a thing from
which it must be delivered.
But the phrase may also be interpreted as if it read “with purpose
unassuaged”— i.e., with tireless energy. The conception is, there17

fore, of an eternal motion, infinite and unalterable. It is Nirvana,
only dynamic instead of static— and this comes to the same thing
in the end.
The obvious practical task of the magician is then to discover what
his will really is, so that he may do it in this manner, and he can
best
st accomplish this by the practices of Liber Thisarb (see Equinox
I(7),
7), p. 105) or such others as may from one time to another be apa
pointed.
inted.
It should now be perfectly simple for everybody to understand the
Message
ssage of the Master Therion.
Thou
ou must (1) Find out what is thy Will. (2) Do that Will with (a)
one-pointedness,
e-pointedness, (b) detachment, (c) peace.
Then,
en, and then only, art thou in harmony with the Movement of
Things,
ings, thy will part of, and therefore equal to, the Will of God. And
An
since
nce the will is but the dynamic aspect of the self, and since two
different
fferent selves could not possess identical wills; then, if thy will be
b
God’s
d’s will, Thou art That.
There
ere is but one other word to explain. Elsewhere it is written— suresu
ly for our great comfort— “Love is the law, love under will.”
This
is is to be taken as meaning that while Will is the Law, the nature
nat
of that Will is Love. But this Love is as it were a by-product of that
Will;
ll; it does not contradict or supersede that Will; and if apparentt contradiction should arise in any crisis, it is the Will that will
wil
guide
ide us aright. Lo, while in The Book of the Law is much of Love,
there
ere is no word of Sentimentality. Hate itself is almost like Love! “As
brothers
others fight ye!” All the manly races of the world understand this.
th
The
e Love of Liber Legis is always bold, virile, even orgiastic. There is
delicacy,
licacy, but it is the delicacy of strength. Mighty and terrible and
an
glorious
orious as it is, however, it is but the pennon upon the sacred lance
lan
of Will,
Will the damascened inscription upon the swords of the KnightKnigh
monks of Thelema.
Love is the law, love under will.
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Ultima Ultra
Forever here;
Forever there.
Forever always everywhere.
Forever lost;
Forever found.
Forever feet tread on the ground.
Forever free;
Forever me.
Forever locked in destiny.
Forever comes and never goes.
Forever gone before One knows.
Forever Time, and time again.
Forever close; another end.
Forever sing; Forever dance;
Forever undone-a single Trance.

Forever makes forever ill;
As forever acts against the Will.
Forever Will be in the Light,
Forever made to live in night.
Forever this, forever that,
Forever ALL in Aum, Tat, Sat.
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Forever making more and more,
Forever never reach the shore.
Forever sorrow,
Forever Joy,
Forever Child entranced with toy.
Forever came and forever went,
Forever from whence One is sent.
Forever work, forever play,
Forever Live another day.
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Once upon a Silver Moon
Metaphysical Arts and Ritual Supplies
3124 N. Classen Blvd, OKC
(by the Red Cup)
405-763-LUCKY (763-5825)
Incense, crystals, candles, silver jewelry,
handmade soap and body care products,
tarot cards and more!
We make many of our products, and we love
to make custom things for you.
Candle Blessings, Readings, Spiritual Counselling,
and Confession Services available.
11-7 Tuesday-Sunday.
www.onceuponasilvermoon.com
Facebook:OnceUponASilverMoon
Twitter - follow for sales @SilverMoonOKC
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Liber DCCCXXXVII
The Law of Liberty

A.’.A.’. Publication in Class E

Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the Law.
1
I am often asked why I begin my letters in this way. No matter whether I am writing to my lady or to
my butcher, always I begin with these eleven words. Why, how else should I begin? What other greeting
could be so glad? Look, brother, we are free! Rejoice with me, sister, there is no law beyond Do what
thou wilt!
2
I write this for those who have not read our Sacred book, The Book of the Law, or for those who, reading
it, have somehow failed to understand its perfection. For there are many matters in this Book, and the
Glad Tidings are now here, now there, scattered throughout the Book as the Stars are scattered through
the field of Night. Rejoice with me, all ye people! At the very head of the Book stands the great charter
of our godhead: “Every man and every woman is a star.” We are all free, all independent, all shining
gloriously, each one a radiant world. Is not that good tidings?
Then comes the first call of the Great Goddess Nuit, Lady of the Starry Heaven, who is also Matter
in its deepest metaphysical sense, who is the infinite in whom all we live and move and have our being.
Hear Her first summons to us men and women: “Come forth, o children, under the stars, & take your
fill of love! I am above you and in you. My ecstasy is in yours. My joy is to see your joy.” Later She
explains the mystery of sorrow: “For I am divided for love’s sake, for the chance of union.”
“This is the creation of the world, that the pain of division is as nothing, and the joy of dissolution all.”
It is shown later how this can be, how death itself is an ecstasy like love, but more intense, the reunion of
the soul with its true self.
And what are the conditions of this joy, and peace, and glory? Is ours the gloomy asceticism of the
Christian, and the Buddhist, and the Hindu? Are we walking in eternal fear lest some “sin” should cut
us off from “grace”? By no means.
“Be goodly therefore: dress ye all in fine apparel; eat rich foods and drink sweet wines and wines that
foam! Also, take your fill and will of love as ye will, when, where, and with whom ye will! But always
unto me.”
This is the only point to bear in mind, that every act must be a ritual, an act of worship, a sacrament.
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Live as the kings and princes, crowned and uncrowned, of this world, have always lived, as masters always live; but let it not be self-indulgence; make your self-indulgence your religion.
When you drink and dance and take delight, you are not being “immoral,” you are not “risking your
immortal soul”; you are fulfilling the precepts of our holy religion— provided only that you remember to
regard your actions in this light. Do not lower yourself and destroy and cheapen your pleasure by leaving out the supreme joy, the consciousness of the Peace that passeth understanding. Do not embrace mere
Marian or Melusine; she is Nuit Herself, specially concentrated and incarnated in a human form to
give you infinite love, to bid you taste even on earth the Elixir of Immortality. “But ecstasy be thine and
joy of earth: ever To me! To me!”
Again She speaks: “Love is the law, love under will.” Keep pure your highest ideal; strive ever toward
it without allowing aught to stop you or turn you aside, even as a star sweeps upon its incalculable and
infinite course of glory, and all is Love. The Law of your being becomes Light, Life, Love and Liberty.
All is peace, all is harmony and beauty, all is joy.
For hear, how gracious is the Goddess; “I give unimaginable joys on earth: certainty, not faith, while in
life, upon death; peace unutterable, rest, ecstasy; nor do I demand aught in sacrifice.”
Is this not better than the death-in-life of the slaves of the Slave-Gods, as they go oppressed by consciousness of “sin,” wearily seeking or simulating wearisome and tedious “virtues”?
With such, we who have accepted the Law of Thelema have nothing to do. We have heard the Voice of the
Star-Goddess: “I love you! I yearn to you! Pale or purple, veiled or voluptuous, I who am all pleasure
and purple, and drunkenness of the innermost sense, desire you. Put on the wings, and arouse the coiled
splendour within you: come unto me!” And thus She ends:
“Sing the rapturous love-song unto me! Burn to me perfumes! Wear to me jewels! Drink to me, for I
love you! I love you! I am the blue- lidded daughter of Sunset; I am the naked brilliance of the voluptuous night-sky. To me! To me!” And with these words “The Manifestation of Nuit is at an end.”
3
In the next chapter of our book is given the word of Hadit, who is the complement of Nuit. He is eternal energy, the Infinite Motion of Things, the central core of all being. The manifested Universe comes
from the marriage of Nuit and Hadit; without this could no thing be. This eternal, this perpetual marriage-feast is then the nature of things themselves; and therefore everything that is, is a crystallization of
divine ecstasy.
Hadit tells us of Himself: “I am the flame that burns in every heart of man, and in the core of every
star.” He is then your own inmost divine self; it is you, and not another, who are lost in the constant rapture of the embraces of Infinite Beauty. A little further on He speaks of us:
“We are not for the poor and the sad: the lords of the earth are our kinsfolk.”
“Is a God to live in a dog? No! but the highest are of us. They shall rejoice, our chosen: who sorroweth
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is not of us.”
“Beauty and strength, leaping laughter and delicious languor, force and fire, are of us.” Later, concerning death, He says: “Think not, o king, upon that lie: That Thou Must Die: verily thou shalt not die,
but live. Now let it be understood: If the body of the King dissolve, he shall remain in pure ecstasy for
ever.” When you know that, what is left but delight? And how are we to live meanwhile?
“It is a lie, this folly against self— Be strong, man! lust, enjoy all things of sense and rapture: fear not
that any God shall deny thee for this.”
Again and again, in words like these, He sees the expansion and the development of the soul through joy.
Here is the Calendar of our Church: “But ye, o my people, rise up & awake! Let the rituals be rightly
performed with joy & beauty!” Remember that all acts of love and pleasure are rituals, must be rituals.
“There are rituals of the elements and feasts of the times. A feast for the first night of the Prophet and
his Bride! A feast for the three days of the writing of the Book of the Law. A feast for Tahuti and the
child of the Prophet— secret, o Prophet! A feast for the Supreme Ritual, and a feast for the Equinox of
the Gods. A feast for fire and a feast for water; a feast for life and a greater feast for death! A feast every day in your hearts in the joy of my rapture! A feast every night unto Nu, and the pleasure of uttermost delight! Aye! feast! rejoice! there is no dread hereafter. There is the dissolution, and eternal ecstasy
in the kisses of Nu.” It all depends on your own acceptance of this new law, and you are not asked to
believe anything, to accept a string of foolish fables beneath the intellectual level of a Bushman and the
moral level of a drug-fiend. All you have to do is to be yourself, to do your will, and to rejoice.
“Dost thou fail? Art thou sorry? Is fear in thine heart?” He says again: “Where I am, these are not.”
There is much more of the same kind; enough has been quoted already to make all clear. But there is a
further injunction. “Wisdom says: be strong! Then canst thou bear more joy. Be not animal; refine thy
rapture! If thou drink, drink by the eight and ninety rules of art: if thou love, exceed by delicacy; and if
thou do aught joyous, let there be subtlety therein! But exceed! exceed! Strive ever to more! and if thou
art truly mine— and doubt it not, an if thou art ever joyous!— death is the crown of all.”
Lift yourselves up, my brothers and sisters of the earth! Put beneath your feet all fears, all qualms,
all hesitancies! Lift yourselves up! Come forth, free and joyous, by night and day, to do your will; for
“There is no law beyond Do what thou wilt.” Lift yourselves up! Walk forth with us in Light and Life
and Love and Liberty, taking our pleasure as Kings and Queens in Heaven and on Earth.
The sun is arisen; the spectre of the ages has been put to flight. “The word of Sin is Restriction,” or as
it has been otherwise said on this text: That is Sin, to hold thine holy spirit in!
Go on, go on in thy might; and let no man make thee afraid.
Love is the law, love under will.
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To read a newspaper is to refrain from reading
something worth while. T he first discipline of
education must therefore be to refuse resolutely
to feed the mind with canned chatter.
-Aleister Crowley

